
CSCI 667 - Homework 2∗

Assigned February 9th, 2023; Due 11:59pm on February 23rd, 2023

Prof. Adwait Nadkarni

Note: This homework assignment is worth 55 points.

1 Symmetric Crypto, Message Authentication {30 points}

(a) {5 points} Consider two algorithms, A and B. Algorithm A uses a 256 bit key. Algorithm B
uses a 512 bit key. Which of these algorithms is weaker than the other, and why?

(b) {10 points} Suppose party A receives a message {d,HMAC(k, d)} from party B (A and B
alone share the key k). What does HMAC(k, d) enable party A to prove about d? Why is the
one-way property of hash functions valuable here?

(c) {15 points} Prof. Pedantic wants to use AES for encryption, but his code keeps getting sent
back as vulnerable by a security tool. Prof. Pedantic revises his code to the following, and it
does not get flagged as vulnerable:

t h i s .ALGO= ”AES/” + ( ( char ) ( ”AES/GCM/NoPadding” . charAt (4 ) − 2) ) + ”AES/GCM/
NoPadding” . charAt (5 ) + ( ( char ) ( ”AES/GCM/NoPadding” . charAt (6 ) − 11) ) + ”/
NoPadding” ;

Cipher c iphe r = Cipher . g e t In s tance ( t h i s .ALGO) ;

Is this code indeed not vulnerable? Why/Why not? Also, what was the vulnerability he was
getting flagged for (but which this code supposedly fixes?)

2 Key Sharing, The Pedantic Way {25 points}

At a recent conference, Prof. Pedantic met a potential collaborator, Prof. Feckless. Over drinks,
Prof. Pedantic and Feckless outlined a new super-secret research project that they would collaborate
on throughout the year. Due to the nature of the work, both professors agreed that any future
email between the two parties should be encrypted.

(a) {10 points} Suppose that during their encounter, Prof. Pedantic and Feckless securely ex-
changed a random, 128 bit key, k128. Back at their respective institutions, they now realize
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that they are more comfortable using public key crypto (RSA) instead. To use RSA, they
must exchange their public keys, but, without Eve being able to manipulate the keys in the
middle. Using a stream cipher with k128, they encrypt and exchange their public keys (i.e.,
K+

Prof. Pedantic and K+
feckless), as follows (note that the IV is also sent separately in the clear):

Prof. Pedantic→ Feckless : Ek128,IV (K+
Prof. Pedantic)

Feckless→ Prof. Pedantic : Ek128,IV (K+
feckless)

What is the flaw in the two professors’ approach?

(b) {15 points} The professors realize the flaw (and I hope you do too!), and are deciding between
two choices:

Choice 1: Using MD5 (represented by HASHMD5)

Prof. Pedantic→ Feckless : HASHMD5(k128|(K+
Prof. Pedantic)

Feckless→ Prof. Pedantic : HASHMD5(k128|(K+
feckless)

OR

Choice 2: Using SHA2, 512 bit (represented by HASHSHA−2)

Prof. Pedantic→ Feckless : HASHSHA−2(k128|(K+
Prof. Pedantic)

Feckless→ Prof. Pedantic : HASHSHA−2(k128|(K+
feckless)

Should they choose 1, or 2? Why/why not? And if neither 1 or 2, what should they use
instead?

Submission Instructions

Submit your solution as a single PDF using Blackboard. To upload your assignment, navigate to
the “Concepts of Computer Security (Spring 2023) course. Use the “Homework 2” assignment.

Writeups submitted in Word, ASCII, PowerPoint, Corel, RTF, Pages, and other non-
PDF formats will not be accepted. Consider using LATEX to format your homework solutions.
(For a good primer on LATEX, see the Not So Short Introduction to LATEX.)

Note that you may submit a PDF scan of hand a hand written solution; however, you will receive 0
points if the instructor cannot read your hand writing. If the instructor has any difficulty reading
your hand writing, you may not submit hand written solutions for future assignments.

Please post questions (especially requests for clarification) about this homework to Piazza.
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https://blackboard.wm.edu/
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/info/lshort/english/lshort.pdf
https://piazza.com/wm/spring2023/csci667/home
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